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Fidelity, CEO Abigail Johnson wrapped up in 401(k) quid pro
quo lawsuit
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The Massachusetts Institute of Technology is attempting to squash a three-year lawsuit

accusing the private research university of breaching its fiduciary duty in employee 401(k)

plans — an allegation that stems from its relationship with Fidelity Investments.

In a class action lawsuit originally filed in 2016, five former and current MIT employees allege

that the school used Fidelity for recordkeeping in exchange for sizable donations — despite

recommendations from a consultant to consider alternatives.

Fidelity CEO Abigail Johnson sits on the board at MIT, and Fidelity has given the institution

multimillion-dollar donations on several occasions, according to Jerry Schlichter, lead attorney

for the former and current MIT employees.

MIT and the individuals named in the lawsuit deny the allegations, according to a response

filed with the lawsuit.
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Five former and current MIT employees allege that MIT used Fidelity for recordkeeping in
exchange for sizable donations — despite recommendations from a consultant to consider
alternatives.
Bloomberg News

“MIT is proud of the careful work of the voluntary faculty and senior administrative staff

members of the internal committee overseeing MIT’s supplemental 401(k) plan,” MIT

spokeswoman Kimberly Allen wrote in a statement. “The lawsuit against MIT and these

committee members, individually, is one of many cases filed against universities by the same

law firm. MIT has and will continue to vigorously defend against the claims asserted in this

lawsuit.”

The law firm representing the MIT plan participants, Schlichter, Bogard & Denton, is considered

a pioneer in retirement plan litigation. The firm settled a few months ago with power grids and

robotics company ABB for $55 million following a lengthy lawsuit that also involved Fidelity,

according to the Wall Street Journal.

Fidelity, which is not a defendant in the case, denies the claims in the MIT lawsuit.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/law-firm-wins-55-million-settlement-in-401-k-fee-suit-11553803480
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“The judge previously dismissed a claim to this effect from the case, and nothing new has

come to light that makes this story any more plausible now than it was then. Consequently, we

believe that these assertions are completely fictional and wholly irresponsible,” says Fidelity

spokesman Vincent Loporchio.

Loporchio noted that Schlichter, Bogard & Denton had improperly quoted an MIT employee as

a Fidelity executive in a press release. “This is one of many other falsehoods,” he said.

The employees originally sued the institution over breach of fiduciary duty of loyalty and

prudence, prohibited transactions between plan and party in interest and failure to monitor

fiduciaries.

In an August 2017 hearing over a motion to dismiss the claims, Judge Marianne Bowler denied

the claim of breach of duty of loyalty, but allowed the claim of breach of duty of prudence,

according to court documents.

After about two years of discovery, the plaintiff attempted to amend the complaint to once

again include breach of duty of loyalty, according to Schlichter.

Last week, Schlichter, Bogard & Denton filed 115 exhibits into a U.S. federal court in

Massachusetts. The documents include emails and meeting notes from Fidelity and MIT

employees that the law firm says point to a quid pro quo relationship between the brokerage

and institution.

Starting in 2009, Mercer, a global consulting company, informed MIT it was overpaying for

recordkeeping compared to standard industry cost and recommended looking into

alternatives, according to the motion. The motion also referenced an instance in July 2016

when Mercer made similar recommendations.

Fidelity’s new platform focuses on integrating services

Fidelity reportedly under scrutiny by Labor Department

Fidelity seeks to strengthen muni bond research for clients
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“To this date, [MIT has] never even investigated alternative vendors or considered removing

Fidelity as the plan’s recordkeeper,” the motion reads.

MIT employees allegedly cited Johnson’s position on the board as a barrier for considering

alternative recordkeepers, according to the motion.

In a June 2009 meeting regarding the 401(k) plan, Theresa Stone, MIT’s then-chair of the plan’s

oversight committee, noted that the school must be sensitive to Johnson being “a member of

both the MIT Corporation and MITIMCo’s Board of Trustees."

"She is Chair of the Board that oversees Fidelity’s 161 fixed income and asset allocation funds

which handle about $650 billion of the more than $1.2 trillion managed by Fidelity,” according

to meeting notes obtained during discovery.

In 2014, the chair of the committee following Stone, Israel Ruiz, allegedly directed an employee

to hold off on a decision about retaining Fidelity as an index fund provider until Johnson’s term

as chair of the MIT Sloan School of Management Visiting Committee had ended, according to

the motion filed with the lawsuit.

“[Ruiz] attempted to avoid and delay eliminating Fidelity’s proprietary investments,” the

motion reads.

Later that year, the university’s former director of benefits, Maureen Ratigan, allegedly asked

Ruiz whether she should notify Johnson or other senior Fidelity employees that MIT had

discussed potentially eliminating Fidelity funds. Ratigan allegedly wrote that MIT should avoid

“‘any appearance of Fidelity’s exerting influence over our fund selection process,’” according to

the motion.

In 2015, David Schmittlein, the dean of MIT's business school, allegedly wrote Ruiz in an email:

“If we are not switching to Vanguard or TIAA-CREF, I am going to expect something big and

good coming to MIT from the Johnson family,” according to the email attached with the

filings.
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Soon after, MIT received a $5 million donation from Fidelity — the largest gift Fidelity had

given the university in 15 years, according to Schlichter. Fidelity has given a total of $23 million

in donations to MIT since 2001, Schlichter says.

MIT received nearly $985 million in contributions and grants overall for the fiscal year ending

in June 2016, according to the institution's Form 990.

The lawsuit also alleges a Fidelity employee took an MIT employee to a basketball game and

discussed the retirement plan on at least one occasion, according to an email from discovery.

“We learned that the fiduciary committee chairman was taken out to the Boston Celtics NBA

finals game [by Fidelity employees], where the plan was discussed,” Schlichter says.

MIT’s gift policy prohibited employees from accepting personal gifts or gratuities from vendors,

subcontractors and contractors, according to the policy, which is included in court documents.

Fidelity spokesman Loporchio declined to comment on whether Fidelity had ever provided

sports tickets or other forms of entertainment to MIT employees.

“Whether Abigail Johnson knew that [MIT] made decisions to curry her favor is also irrelevant,”

according to the lawsuit. “The facts and circumstances demonstrate that [MIT] made choices

in Fidelity’s interests because they believed it strengthened their relationship with Abigail

Johnson and Fidelity.”

https://pp-990-rendered.s3.amazonaws.com/201711329349305706_IRS990_0.html?X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=ASIA266MJEJYWVAIPA4G%2F20190812%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20190812T135402Z&X-Amz-Expires=1800&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Security-Token=FQoGZXIvYXdzEF0aDOtxRbbesW62Tr4PXCKWBN3UGP0aFFsvRYUmFilR%2FAslqypXCLcS6XOJNh8OCLQRIRXyEE8zqfMHsDEdJY6cQFTuuWRlCnwFi6qvlnG5rAySFsu4XONUbhyBw6JThs8iEuIU7jtDwn2qDEImyU3hb3qxcI%2FSuJThhp3QHU0VIcJ%2FDSm5ZWEsYsTJNoiHlRV5VP0W2EYCalNTuJbMEIwYu6og83KkVZ%2BR%2FdqDqiv%2FhuWIsBBTk4b%2BbnZTkemn%2FNQb5iQcdfyb9NzQC40%2F5EGuNx%2FT8paTB9gopQgz0MtW7Zdi9Ic1zJldZhtAGeW%2FQnNlwR7xaZdeJTH4oKKdd440e%2FRw6saIp63SxYEYbFaJASX8ZHodMbLRI%2Fh4b5cbZcUOncC4lpBeOWehjDCsVPXjwqA1Woswfxg9EHpPhoalUd2pSPVYX1qjQjQJlpneYzSiFRYRD7xAsYYAxXvP6NguqlDMW2bnxTezW%2BjoRQxq3W5e1dq3IlvLo%2F6ads8WKQLmsWfM3Zo5OLKtiW9OvLu7EWWC7RmzqgKlE8w7jf9mlFvmEFTc7j6jVhksT0ahZ6ZRxo0KZJMqYurN5MDmy%2Bg9w02k7jE3coOtE8EpFHA66%2B5CM%2BQ2QeQ%2FVHM%2FIpkGKOLM5neKEIFXPHTy3Wcj5z%2FJOHWsRkKMgHbPS6uIaH8TL5tnWMvRgi4KXr1MDlV8%2BJNX4hPdrgdBCI61%2BrQe04b8grQKWo6V7yjJo8XqBQ%3D%3D&X-Amz-Signature=f7e12b4f6f73bccd88e1257ae7b9babb8236b1eea052228cb7b48be75d53b298
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The motion, which was made in order to reassert the claim for breach of loyalty, was denied

Thursday by Judge Nathaniel Gorton, according to the order, which states there is inadequate

time for MIT and named defendants to rebut an additional legal theory.

MIT filed a motion for summary judgment on the case in mid-July, stating the plan fiduciaries

“followed careful, deliberative processes in making decisions” and that investment options and

fees were reasonable and consistent with market rates.

The trial is scheduled for Sept. 16.
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